Adjectives

Directions: Choose words from the box to complete the steps and make them clearer. More than one adjective will work for many of the sentences. Choose an adjective that makes sense. Then compare the adjectives you chose with the adjectives your partner chose.

Adjectives
four thin round large smooth soft several chopped
tiny blue sharp short square thick

1. Draw ______ four____ circles on a piece of paper.
2. Use a ______ large_____ spoon to mix the ingredients together.
3. Make a ______ tiny______ hole in the center of the paper.
4. Place the ______ chopped____ vegetables in a bowl.
5. Use a ______ blue______ pen to write a sentence under your picture.
6. Cut a ______ square______ shape out of paper.
7. Mix the batter until it is ______ smooth_____.
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